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Abstract: Steganography means secret writing. It is an ancient technology that hides the data or information in such a way that 

nobody can see the hidden message or even its existence can’t be predicted. There are several techniques of data hiding like text, audio, 

image, video etc but all these techniques have limited amount of data hiding capacity. Bit Plane Complexity Segmentation (BPCS) 

Steganography is a technique that provides near 50% of data hiding capacity. In this technique data is hidden into the bit planes of the 

cover image. This technique is based on the characteristics of human vision system (HVS) in which a human can’t see any information 

in more complex blocks/binary patterns, So that all the complex blocks/binary patterns are replaced by secret data. The main aim of this 

paper is to provide an introduction to BPCS Steganography and the techniques that can be used to increase the data hiding capacity of 

BPCS Steganography. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Steganography is the art of hiding information in ways that 

prevent the detection of hidden messages [3]. Steganography 

derived from Greek word “steganographia”, which means 

“covered writing”. In cryptography data is unreadable by a 

third party but the goal of steganography is to hide the data 

from third party. In steganography, the cover carriers are 

innocent looking carriers (images, audio, video, text) which 

will hold the hidden information [1]. A message is the 

information hidden and it may be images, plaintext, cipher 

text, or anything that can be embedded into a bit stream. The 

cover medium and the embedded message create a stego 

medium. Data embedding may require a stego key which is 

additional secret information, such as a password. A possible 

formula of the process may be represented as [1]: 

 

Cover Medium + Embedded Message + Stego-Key = 

Stego-Medium [1] 

 

Images are the most popular cover objects used for 

steganography. Image steganography, image is used as a 

cover object. In this technique pixel intensities are used to 

hide the information [6]. In image Steganography, secret 

message is embedded into cover image (used as the carrier to 

embed message into) and a stego-image (generated image 

which is carrying a hidden message) is generated. Block 

diagram of image steganography is shown in figure 1 

without stego-key. Embedding algorithm required a cover 

image with secret message for embedding. Output of 

embedding algorithm is a stego-image which simply sent to 

extracting algorithm, where extracted algorithm un-hides the 

secret message from stego-image. 

 
Figure 1: Image Steganography 

 

Image Steganography Classifications  

 

Generally Image steganography is categorized in following 

aspects and Table-1 shows the best steganography measures 

[6]: 

 High Capacity: Maximum size of information can be 

embedded into image.  

 Perceptual Transparency: After information hiding into 

cover image, perceptual quality of stego-image will be 

degraded as compare to cover-image.  

 Robustness: After embedding, data should stay intact if 

stego-image goes into some transformation.  

 Temper Resistance: It should be difficult to alter the 

message once it has been embedded into stego-image.  

 Computation Complexity: Computationally how much 

expensive it is for embedding and extracting a hidden 

message? 

 

Table 1: Image Steganography Measures [6] 
Measures Advantage Disadvantage 

High Capacity High Low 

Perceptual Transparency High Low 

Robustness High Low 

Temper Resistance High Low 

Computation Complexity Low High 
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Image Steganographic Techniques: Image steganography 

techniques can be divided into two groups: 

 The Image Domain: Also known as spatial domain 

technique [5], embed messages in the intensity of the 

pixels directly. Least significant bit (LSB)-based 

steganography is the simplest technique that hides secret 

data in the LSBs of pixel values without introducing any 

distortion. 

 

 The Transform Domain: Also known as frequency 

domain [5]. In this, images are first transformed and then 

the message is embedded in the image. Transform domain 

techniques have an advantage over spatial domain 

techniques as they hide information in areas of the image 

that are less exposed to transformation such as 

compression, cropping or image processing. 

 

2. Bit-Plane Complexity Segmentation 

Steganography 
 

BPCS steganography was introduced by Eiji Kawaguchi and 

Richard O. Eason [19]. In traditional techniques data hiding 

capacity of carrier is limited. They can hide only 10 – 15 % 

of the carrier data amount. BPCS overcome the short coming 

of traditional steganography techniques by replacing secret 

data block with complex binary patterns of bit planes of 

cover image. In BPCS technique data hides in MSB plane 

along with the LSB planes which provide more embedding 

capacity. The major idea of BPCS is that bit-planes of the 

cover images are divided into fixed-size blocks. This 

technique depends on the characteristics of the human vision 

system whereby a human cannot see any shape information 

in a very complex binary pattern; therefore, all complex 

binary patterns in the bit-planes of the cover image are 

replaced with secret data without destroying the image 

quality. 

 

The advantages of BPCS steganography are [10]:  

 

1. Information hiding capacity of color image is 50%.  

2. Sharpening operation on the cover image increases the 

embedding capacity a bit.  

3. Canonical Gray Coded (CGC) bit planes are more 

suitable for BPCS steganography than Pure Binary Coded 

(PBC) bit planes.  

4. Data compression and encryption operation on secret data 

makes the embedded data more intangible. 

5. Customization of a BPCS Steganography program for 

each user is easy.  

6. It protects against eavesdropping on the embedded 

information. 

7. It is most secured technique and provides high security. 

 

Basic Principle of BPCS Steganography 

The basic principle of BPCS steganography is that an image 

is first divided into its bit planes after that all bit planes are 

segmented into informative and noise like patterns. 

Informative patterns consist of simple information easily 

seen by human but noise like patterns are complex patterns 

that are used to hide information. Let B is an 8-bit grayscale 

image, therefore B= [B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0] are the bit 

planes of the image where B7 is the most significant bit 

plane and B0 is the least significant bit plane. 

Image data is represented by pure binary coding (PBC) 

which provides greater data hiding capacity but it suffers 

from “Hamming cliff” [9] that’s why in BPCS 

steganography Canonical Gray Coding (CGC) is used. 

 

Complexity measure for Binary image 

The important step in BPCS steganography is to find 

“complex” pattern/region in the cover image so that secret 

image can be hidden without any suspicion. Basically, 

BPCS-steganography uses black-and-white border 

complexity method [10]. In this method, the length of the 

black-and-white border of a binary image is used as a good 

measure for image complexity. If the length of border is 

long, the image is more complex otherwise not. Total length 

of the black-and-white border equals to the summation of the 

number of color-changes along the row and columns in an 

image. We define the image complexity as 

 

 
 

Where, k is the total length of black-and-white border in the 

image and the value ranges over 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. 

The eq
n
 for maximum length of the border for (2^n x 2^n) 

binary image is given by 2*2^n*(2^n-1). 

Thus, image complexity is also given by    

 
 

Conjugation of a binary image 

Binary image consists of noise like and informative regions. 

Informative regions are simple while noise like regions are 

complex. If secret data is noise-like then it is directly 

embedded in noise-like regions of the cover image. If secret 

data is informative then conjugation operation is used to 

transform it to complex pattern [9]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Each possible binary pattern (N=4) [10] 

 

We define P* as the conjugate of P which satisfies: 

1. The foreground area shape is the same as P. 

2. The foreground area has the Bc pattern. 

3. The background area has the Wc pattern. 

Conjugation operation is kind of XOR operation of image 

with Wc and Bc. Correspondence between P and P* is one-

to-one. There are certain property of P and P* as follow [10].  

1) P* = P⊕ Wc 

2) (P*)* = P  

3) P*≠ P 

4) α (P*) = 1- α (P) 

 

BPCS Steganography Algorithm  

The steps for embedding algorithm in BPCS-Steganography 

[10] are (Fig 3): 
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1. Transform the cover image from PBC to CGC system. 

2. Segment each bit-plane of the cover image into 

informative and noise-like regions by using a threshold 

value (α0). Typical value of threshold is α0 = 0.3. 

3. Group the bytes of the secret file into a series of secret 

blocks. 

4. If a block (S) is less complex than the threshold (α0), then 

conjugate it to make it a more complex block (S*). The 

conjugated block must be more complex than α0. 

5. Embed each secret block into the noise-like regions of the 

bit-planes. If any of the blocks is conjugated, then record 

these blocks in a “conjugation map.” 

6. Also embed the conjugation map as was done with the 

secret blocks. 

7. Convert the embedded cover image from CGC back to 

PBC. 

      
Figure 3: Flowchart- BPCS steganography [19] 

 

The Decoding algorithm (i.e., the extracting operation of the 

secret information from an embedded cover image) is just 

the reverse procedure of the embedding steps. 

 

3. Related Work 
 

BPCS steganography provides 40% to 50% of data hiding 

capacity but there are several other techniques that can be 

used to increase the data hiding capacity. The original BPCS 

algorithm divides the carrier image into bit-planes, and there 

is high correlation between the bit planes. So setting the 

same embedding strength for different bit-planes have an 

influence on the correlation between the bit-planes and 

leading to the abnormalities of the complexity histogram, 

consequently, affect the security of steganography. 

 

[12] Describe improved bit-plane complexity segmentation 

(BPCS) steganography. The Improved bit-plane complexity 

segmentation (BPCS) steganography carries on different 

processing’s to different bit-planes. It will set high threshold 

value at the high bit-plane and low threshold value at the low 

bit planes. Through different bit-planes using different 

embedding strength, it can realize that embedding less secret 

information in higher bit-planes to have good visual 

imperceptibility and embedding more in lower bit-planes to 

have high data embedding capacity. [12] Concretely designs 

and carries out a steganography of the text secret 

information. In this, for the encryption of the text secret 

information RSA algorithm is used. The introduction of 

chaos theory conveniences to the test of steganography 

characteristics and enhance the safe of steganography. It 

provides good visual imperceptibility and data embedding 

capacity. 

 

Vipul J. Patel and Neha Ripal Soni [13] provide a proposed 

modified BPCS steganography that increase hiding capacity 

and enhance security. With the use of fix block size and 

insert information into all bit planes, hiding capacity of 

image is not utilized. Security issues can be solved by 

comparative replacement of message block during hiding 

process. Therefore, we investigated the variable block size at 

each bit planes that increases hiding capacity and 

comparative replacement which increases security. As a 

result, the proposed modified BPCS Steganography method 

increases the embedding capacity and security compared to 

original BPCS technique. 

 

On the other hand, [14] describes the techniques used in 

Steganography to hide information and deliver the message 

to the end user using Bit-planes without any loss of data. The 

method used is to replace lowest 3 or 4 LSB with message 

bits or image data (assume 8 bit values). We take the image 

and hide information in the LSB first and see the result and 

then implement by changing the pixel value from 1 to 7 bits. 

This Steganography algorithm based on embedding into the 

bit planes of the cover image and even tested for RS 

steganalysis, using a steganalysis tool “vsl1.1”. The analyzer 

failed to detect the text which has been sent to the end user 

and LSB decryption which failed to detect the message by 

this we can say that our method is efficient. 

 

Robust steganography using BPCS is proposed in [15]. This 

algorithm permits to implement hiding information into 

images for its secure transmission through no secure 

channels. This algorithm offers higher hiding capacity due to 

that it exploits the variance of complex regions in each bit 

plane. Unlike the similar methods based on BPCS, it uses the 

variance of complexity in each region of the image to 

determine optimal regions to insert the secret message. 

Simulation results of the proposed algorithm show that it is 

robust against noisy channels. 
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HIOKI Hirohisa [16] presents a new method for embedding 

data into an image called “A Block Complexity based Data 

Embedding”. This method based on same principle as that of 

BPCS-Steganography. The two new complexity measures 

called the run-length irregularity and the border noisiness are 

proposed to properly discriminate noisy regions. An M-

sequence is employed for converting data to be embedded 

into noisy data. ABCDE can be successfully applied to 

various images. We can expect that near 50% pixels of an 

image can be used for embedding without degrading its 

quality. 

 

Rosane English [17] implements the bit plane complexity 

segmentation (BPCS) algorithm and provides a comparison 

in terms of effectiveness and hiding capacity with the list 

significant bit (LSB) algorithm using four bits. The Bit Plane 

Complexity Segmentation algorithm was chosen due to the 

effective high data hiding capacity. 

 

On the other hand, [18] demonstrate the effectiveness of bit 

plane complexity segmentation in hiding medical records in 

color cervical images. Medical records of patients are 

extremely sensitive, needing uncompromising security 

during both storage and transmission. In addition, these 

records often have to be traceable to patient medical data 

such as X-ray or scan (CAT, MRI etc.) images. The BPCS 

approach presented here outperforms the current state-of-the 

art in high capacity steganography, both in terms of data 

hiding capacity and in terms of robustness of the encoding 

mode. 
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